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ABSTRACT
We use spectra from the ALFALFA, GASS and COLD GASS surveys to quantify variations
in the mean atomic and molecular gas mass fractions throughout the SFR-M∗ plane and along
the main sequence (MS) of star-forming galaxies. Although galaxies well below the MS tend
to be undetected in the Arecibo and IRAM observations, reliable mean atomic and molecular
gas fractions can be obtained through a spectral stacking technique. We find that the position
of galaxies in the SFR-M∗ plane can be explained mostly by their global cold gas reservoirs
as observed in the HI line, with in addition systematic variations in the molecular-to-atomic
ratio and star formation efficiency. When looking at galaxies within ±0.4 dex of the MS, we
find that as stellar mass increases, both atomic and molecular gas mass fractions decrease,
stellar bulges become more prominent, and the mean stellar ages increase. Both star forma-
tion efficiency and molecular-to-atomic ratios vary little for massive main sequence galaxies,
indicating that the flattening of the MS is due to the global decrease of the cold gas reservoirs
of galaxies rather than to bottlenecks in the process of converting cold atomic gas to stars.
Key words: galaxies: evolution – galaxies: ISM – galaxies: star formation – ISM: general
1 INTRODUCTION
The current galaxy evolution framework gives central stage to
the cycling of gas in and out of galaxies, and the efficiency of
the star formation process out of the gas that cools and settles
into galactic discs. These elements are responsible for regulat-
ing star formation in galaxies, much more so than, for example,
merger-driven starbursts. Simple numerical and analytical models
that focus on the gas reservoir of galaxies, and how it is replen-
ished by inflows and depleted by star formation and outflows (e.g.
White & Frenk 1991; Bouche´ et al. 2010; Dave´ et al. 2011, 2012;
Krumholz & Dekel 2012; Lilly et al. 2013), are well supported by
observations of the redshift evolution of the molecular gas con-
tents of galaxies (Tacconi et al. 2010, 2013; Magdis et al. 2012;
⋆ E-mail: a.saintonge@ucl.ac.uk
Saintonge et al. 2013; Genzel et al. 2015). These studies show that
the redshift evolution of the specific star formation rate (SSFR) can
be explained simply by the changes in the molecular gas contents
of galaxies, and by the mean star formation efficiency that increases
slightly with redshift.
Other studies have looked at variations in the gas contents
and star formation efficiency of galaxies as a function of SSFR,
or distance from the star formation main sequence. At all red-
shifts up to z ∼ 2, it has been established that galaxies well
above the main sequence have star formation efficiencies en-
hanced by an order of magnitude (e.g. Gao & Solomon 2004;
Genzel et al. 2010; Daddi et al. 2010), and that almost all of these
most extreme systems are major mergers (Sanders & Mirabel 1996;
Veilleux et al. 2002; Engel et al. 2010). Further studies have shown
that star formation efficiency is not a bimodal quantity, but rather
varies smoothly as a function of SSFR, or distance from the MS
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Figure 1. Sample distribution in the SFR-M∗ place. The grayscale contours
show the underlying distribution of the 12006 SDSS galaxies that form the
complete parent sample from which the GASS targets were randomly se-
lected. Data points represent galaxies that have been observed by Arecibo
and/or IRAM: filled dark blue circles have both HI and CO observations,
light blue triangles only HI, and down-pointing triangles only CO obser-
vations. The black thick solid line represent a constant SSFR value of 0.1
Gyr−1, the characteristic value for star forming galaxies of M∗= 1010M⊙
at z = 0, and the orange line follows the star formation main sequence (as
parametrised in Eq. 5). The boxes represent the regions of the plane that are
stacked together to derive mean gas fractions as explained in §3.1.
(Saintonge et al. 2011b). The molecular gas contents of galaxies
also varies with distance from the MS, indicating that the high SS-
FRs of starbursting galaxies are caused both by enhanced molec-
ular gas mass fractions and increased star formation efficiencies,
while the reverse effect is observed in bulge-dominated, below-MS
galaxies (Saintonge et al. 2012; Genzel et al. 2015).
In this paper, we push these investigations further in two main
respects. Firstly, we focus on a local sample, which gives us access
not only to the molecular gas, but also to the cold atomic gas con-
tents of galaxies through HI 21cm observations. By studying both
atomic and molecular gas fractions, we can identify if the conver-
sion of atomic to molecular gas is in any region of the SFR-M∗
plane a bottleneck in the star formation process. Secondly, instead
of restricting our study to gas-rich main sequence galaxies, we take
advantage of the size and completeness of the GASS sample and
make use of a spectral stacking technique to measure mean molec-
ular and atomic gas fractions in the entire SFR-M∗ plane, including
galaxies with SFRs more than two orders of magnitude lower than
main sequence galaxies of the same mass.
All rest-frame and derived quantities assume a Chabrier
(2003) IMF, and a cosmology with H0 = 70km s−1 Mpc−1, Ωm =
0.3 and ΩΛ = 0.7.
2 DATA
2.1 Sample selection and Arecibo/IRAM observations
The GASS sample was selected from the SDSS DR7 spectroscopic
sample based purely on redshift (0.025 < z < 0.050) and stellar
mass (M∗> 1010 M⊙), and is therefore representative of the entire
population of local, massive galaxies.
A detailed description of the GASS sample selection and data
products is given in Catinella et al. (2010, 2012, 2013). Out of a
parent sample of 12006 galaxies matching these selection crite-
ria, 760 objects were randomly selected for HI observations at the
Arecibo Observatory. The most gas-rich galaxies in the sample are
already detected in the ALFALFA survey (Giovanelli et al. 2005;
Haynes et al. 2011) and therefore not reobserved. To increase the
number of galaxies with high SSFR (log SSFR > −9.6), we supple-
ment the GASS sample with galaxies from the SDSS parent sam-
ple with spectra available from ALFALFA. To avoid any biases, we
include both high-SSFR galaxies with and without ALFALFA HI
detections by extracting spectra from the data cubes centered on the
SDSS optical positions.
A randomly selected subset of 350 galaxies out of the GASS
sample (and of its parent super-sample) was further targeted for
molecular gas observations. The COLD GASS survey used the
IRAM 30-m with the EMIR receiver to measure CO(1-0) line emis-
sion in these galaxies, as described in Saintonge et al. (2011a). The
data were reduced using standard techniques, including aperture
corrections to account for the beam size of the telescope at the
observed frequency. Total molecular gas masses are extrapolated
from the aperture-corrected CO(1-0) line fluxes using a standard
Galactic conversion factor, αCO= 4.35 M⊙(K km s−1 pc2)−1, except
for 12 galaxies all with high SSFR identified through their high
IRAS 60µm/100µm ratios as requiring a lower conversion factor
(αCO= 1.00 M⊙(K km s−1 pc2)−1, the value typically used for major
mergers such as the z = 0 ULIRGS; Solomon et al. 1997) . Argu-
ments as to why most of the COLD GASS galaxies are in a regime
where a constant Galactic αCO value is adequate are presented else-
where (Saintonge et al. 2011a,b, 2012).
The most important features of the sample in the context of
this study are (1) the lack of preselection against anything other
than stellar mass and redshift, and (2) a consistent observing strat-
egy at Arecibo and IRAM allowing us to place stringent upper lim-
its on the gas fractions even when the spectral lines are not detected.
As a result, the sample fully probes the entire SFR-M∗ plane, and
even in the absence of individual detections for passive galaxies,
meaningful information about the mean gas content of these galax-
ies can nonetheless be retrieved. Figure 1 shows the distribution
of galaxies in the GASS/COLD GASS samples in the SFR-mass
plane, highlighting the uniform coverage of this parameter space.
Because the underlying parent sample is complete and well-defined
from SDSS (grayscale contours in Fig. 1), unbiased scaling rela-
tion or global measurements can be derived by applying a simple
weighting scheme (Saintonge et al. 2011a).
2.2 Stellar masses and star formation rates
Additional data products necessary for this study are derived us-
ing the public SDSS, GALEX and WISE imaging surveys. Stel-
lar masses derived based on the SDSS photometry method of
Salim et al. (2007) are retrieved from the MPA/JHU catalog. Struc-
tural parameters such as stellar mass surface density, µ∗, and con-
centration index, C ≡ R90/R50, are also derived using SDSS data
products (details in Catinella et al. 2010; Saintonge et al. 2011a).
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Only the star formation rates used in this work differ from the
data products used in previous GASS and COLD GASS studies.
We make use of the public WISE and GALEX imaging to derive
total SFRs by adding the UV and IR contributions. We calculate
SFRUV as
SFRUV = 6.84 × 10−29LNUV (1)
where LNUV is the luminosity in the GALEX NUV band us-
ing the photometric measurements derived for the purposes of
the GASS survey, uncorrected for dust extinction (Wang et al.
2010; Catinella et al. 2010). This calibration of the conversion be-
tween near-UV flux and SFR was done assuming a Kroupa IMF
and a continuous recent star formation history (Salim et al. 2007;
Schiminovich et al. 2007). We finally apply a 6% correction factor
following Madau & Dickinson (2014) to make SFRUV consistent
with a Chabrier IMF.
To account for the dust-obscured star formation, we make use
of the AllWISE Atlas images. After masking nearby objects and
performing background subtraction, Sextractor (Bertin & Arnouts
1996) is used to derive accurate photometry. The Kron magnitudes
produced by Sextractor are converted from the WISE Vega system
to AB magnitudes using the magnitude offsets prescribed in the
WISE Data Handbook, and corrected for stellar contamination us-
ing the WISE 3.4µm photometry following Ciesla et al. (2014). The
corrected 12µm and 22µm luminosities can then be used to com-
pute dust-obscured SFRs using well-calibrated prescriptions such
as that from Jarrett et al. (2013):
SFRIR,12 = 4.91 × 10−10L12µm (2)
SFRIR,22 = 7.50 × 10−10L22µm .
Of the four WISE bands, the 22µm is the optimal choice to
compute SFRIR, but given the relative shallowness of these ob-
servations, only 51% of all COLD GASS galaxies are detected
with S/N > 3 (the 22µm detection fraction increases to 82% if
considering only the CO-detected galaxies). The detection fraction
is significantly higher at 12µm (85% for all COLD GASS galax-
ies, 93% for the CO-detected subset). We therefore use S FRtot =
S FRIR,22 + S FRUV when available, and S FRIR,12 + S FRUV oth-
erwise. Comparing the values of S FRtot with the measurements
from optical-UV SED fitting (Saintonge et al. 2011b) reveals no
systematic offset and a 0.3 dex scatter, in complete agreement
with Huang & Kauffmann (2014) who also derived SFRs based on
GALEX and WISE photometry for COLD GASS galaxies. In this
paper, we use S FRtot for all galaxies with S/N > 3 in both GALEX
NUV and either of the WISE bands, and S FRS ED otherwise; such
calibrated SFR ladders have been shown to be reliable when mea-
suring SFRs across large galaxy samples including both passive and
actively star-forming objects (e.g. Wuyts et al. 2011a).
3 RESULTS
3.1 Atomic and molecular gas in the SFR-M∗ plane
Because not all the galaxies have a detection of the CO and/or of the
HI line, we cannot gain a full understanding of gas across the SFR-
M∗ plane simply by using the individually measured line fluxes.
Instead, we use a stacking technique to include both detections and
non-detections in meaningful mean values in 14 distinct bins in
the SFR-M∗ parameter space. The bins are outlined in Figure 1.
They are based on the definition of a characteristic timescale for
star formation in the local Universe of 0.1 Gyr−1. This is the specific
star formation rate of a main sequence galaxy of 1010 M⊙ based
on the definition of the MS from Peng et al. (2010) for a SDSS-
selected sample. We define five bins of SSFR based on the offset
from this characteristic timescale, which are then further divided in
three stellar mass intervals (two for the lowest SSFR bin).
To derive mean molecular gas fractions in each bin, all indi-
vidual spectra are stacked irrespective of whether individually they
have a detectable CO emission line or not. The stacking is done
in “gas fraction units”, meaning that all multiplicative factors re-
quired to convert an observed CO line flux into a fH2 value are
applied to each spectrum prior to stacking. This includes all the
standard factors from the Solomon et al. (1997) prescription, but
also αCO , M∗−1, and a weight to ensure that the sample is fully rep-
resentative of its unbiased parent sample. The equivalent operation
is performed to obtain a mean value of fHI in each bin. The full de-
tails of the stacking methodology are given in Fabello et al. (2011)
and Saintonge et al. (2012). The results of the stacking experiment
in the different SSFR and M∗ bins are illustrated in Figure 2 and
summarized in Table 1. The rightmost panel of Figure 2 shows the
mean SSFR in each bin, normalized to the characteristic value of
0.1 Gyr−1 as represented by the color bar. We are going to use this
as a benchmark to see whether or not we can explain the position
of galaxies in the SFR-M∗ plane based on their gas contents.
First, we look at the atomic gas mass fraction, fHI = MHI/M∗,
in the left panel. Again, the color-coding is done by normalizing
to the value along the characteristic SSFR line such that the same
color bar applies. If the HI contents of galaxies alone was respon-
sible for setting their SSFR, then panels a and c of Figure 2 would
look identical. While the overall structure is similar, there is an ad-
ditional trend for fHI to decrease with M∗ at fixed SSFR. We can
perform a more quantitative analysis to determine the direction of
variation of fHI in the SFR-M∗ plane. We use a standard χ2 min-
imisation technique to fit a plane to the three-dimensional space
defined by M∗, SFR and fHI using the 14 stacked data points and
obtain:
log fHI = 8.57 + 0.588 log SFR − 0.902 log M∗
= 8.57 + 0.588 log SSFR − 0.314 log M∗ (3)
The sub-linear slope in this relation with SSFR indicates that varia-
tions in fHI alone cannot explain the range of SSFR values observed
across the z = 0 SFR-M∗ plane. This can be seen clearly in Fig. 2a
as a lack of dynamic range in the color scale, compared to the ref-
erence SSFR plot.
In the middle panel of Figure 2, we present the variations of
the molecular gas mass fraction, fH2 = MH2/M∗. This comes closer
to reproducing the SSFR variations (right panel), as unlike in the
case of fHI there are no trends with M∗ at fixed SSFR. The figure
however still lacks some dynamic range; fH2 variations account for
most of the variations of SSFR but not completely. This point was
already made in Saintonge et al. (2012), where it was shown that a
slowly varying star formation efficiency is also required to explain
the high values of SSFR in starburst galaxies, and the low values
measured in bulge-dominated galaxies. A similar effect has been
observed for galaxies at z = 1 − 2 (Genzel et al. 2015). We deter-
mine the best fitting plane in the M∗, SFR and fH2 data space and
find:
log fH2 = 6.02 + 0.704 log SFR − 0.704 log M∗
= 6.02 + 0.704 log SSFR. (4)
Both qualitative and quantitative inspection reveal that fH2 varies
with SSFR with no residual dependence on stellar mass, however
MNRAS 000, 1–8 (2016)
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Figure 2. Gas properties in the SFR-M∗ plane. Galaxies have been stacked in 14 regions defined by lines of constant SSFR and M∗ to produce mean atomic
(panel a) and molecular (panel b) gas factions throughout the SFR-M∗ plane. The gas fractions normalised to their value at the fixed characteristic SSFR of
0.1 Gyr−1 (thick black line) have been used to color-code the different boxes, meaning that the color scale between all panels can be directly compared. Panel
(c) shows as a comparison the mean SSFR in each of the bins; had either fHI or fH2 alone been responsible for driving the SSFR of galaxies, either of these
panels would have matched this benchmark.
Table 1. Mean gas fractions in the SFR-M∗ plane
∆ log(SSFR) log M∗/M⊙ log SFR/M∗ fHI fH2
[0.4, 1.0] [10.0, 10.2] −9.40 ± 0.022 0.680 ± 0.146 0.246 ± 0.027
[10.2, 10.4] −9.46 ± 0.021 0.541 ± 0.074 0.232 ± 0.020
[10.4, 10.7] −9.38 ± 0.028 0.499 ± 0.172 0.158 ± 0.012
[0.0, 0.4] [10.0, 10.2] −9.85 ± 0.012 0.496 ± 0.032 0.112 ± 0.008
[10.2, 10.6] −9.83 ± 0.016 0.366 ± 0.029 0.126 ± 0.008
[10.6, 11.2] −9.95 ± 0.013 0.185 ± 0.018 0.132 ± 0.009
[−0.4, 0.0] [10.0, 10.4] −10.18 ± 0.014 0.266 ± 0.020 0.071 ± 0.005
[10.4, 10.8] −10.27 ± 0.014 0.176 ± 0.011 0.089 ± 0.007
[10.8, 11.2] −10.31 ± 0.035 0.115 ± 0.012 0.084 ± 0.006
[−1.0,−0.4] [10.0, 10.5] −10.73 ± 0.028 0.101 ± 0.007 0.036 ± 0.004
[10.5, 10.9] −10.77 ± 0.019 0.114 ± 0.008 0.032 ± 0.002
[10.9, 11.4] −10.93 ± 0.015 0.094 ± 0.008 0.034 ± 0.003
[−2.0,−1.0] [10.0, 10.8] −11.55 ± 0.016 0.025 ± 0.002 0.004 ± 0.001
[10.8, 11.5] −11.63 ± 0.017 0.017 ± 0.001 0.008 ± 0.001
[-0.4, 0.4] [10.0,11.5] -10.06 0.299 0.100
once again the sub-linear slope indicates that variations in fH2 alone
are not enough the explain the full range of SSFR values observed
across the SFR-M∗ plane. The additional quantity that varies in this
plane and which accounts for the rest of the dependence of SSFR
variations is star formation efficiency, SFE=SFR/MH2. It has in-
deed been shown in previous COLD GASS work that SFE is not
constant across the local galaxy population, nor is it a step func-
tion with a given value for all normal star-forming galaxies and a
higher value for starburst. Rather, star formation efficiency varies
smoothly as a function of SSFR (Saintonge et al. 2011b, 2012;
Huang & Kauffmann 2014; Genzel et al. 2015).
3.2 Atomic and molecular gas along the main sequence
The “main sequence” (MS) is loosely defined as the location of
star-forming galaxies in the SFR-M∗ plane. It it often parametrised
as a linear relation between log M∗ and log SFR, with a slope in
the range of 0.5 to 1.0 and a scatter about this relation of ∼ 0.3
Table 2. Mean gas fractions along the main sequence
log M∗/M⊙ fHI fH2 tdep(H2) [Gyr]
[10.00, 10.24] 0.34±0.04 0.10±0.01 1.19±0.16
[10.24, 10.48] 0.24±0.04 0.07±0.01 1.12±0.16
[10.48, 10.72] 0.19±0.02 0.07±0.01 1.37±0.14
[10.72, 10.96] 0.11±0.02 0.04±0.01 1.35±0.22
[10.96, 11.20] 0.07±0.01 0.03±0.00 1.67±0.28
dex (e.g. Noeske et al. 2007; Pannella et al. 2009; Rodighiero et al.
2010). Another option is to define the MS as the ridge tracing the
locus of the bulk of the star-forming galaxies in the SFR-M∗ plane.
For stellar masses lower than ∼ 1010.5 M⊙ there is but little differ-
ence between the two definitions. However as shown in Figure 1, in
the regime of massive galaxies, there is a clear flattening of the re-
lation obtained by following the locus of the star-forming galaxies
(orange line) compared with a constant characteristic SSFR (bold
MNRAS 000, 1–8 (2016)
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Figure 3. Atomic and molecular gas fractions and molecular gas deple-
tion timescale along the main sequence. Galaxies included in this figure
are those located within ±0.4dex of the main sequence, which we have
parametrised here as eq. 5 by tracking the locus of star-forming galaxies
as a function of M∗.
black line). This flattening has been observed both at low and high
redshifts (e.g. Karim et al. 2011; Whitaker et al. 2012).
The analysis done in Figure 2 at fixed SSFR helps to under-
stand the link between gas contents and position in the SFR-M∗
plane, but does not indicate why galaxies preferentially populate
certain regions on the plane (the MS and the red cloud), or why
the MS has a specific shape and scatter. To address these ques-
tions, we use the second approach described above and define a
non-linear MS. We extract all galaxies from the SDSS DR7 with
0.01 < z < 0.05 and M∗> 108 M⊙, and divide them in stellar mass
bins of width 0.15 dex. In each M∗ bin, we fit a Gaussian to all the
individual SFR measurements; the central position of this Gaussian
is taken to be the characteristic SFR of star-forming galaxies for this
given M∗. Finally, we fit these characteristic SFRs as a function of
M∗ with a third order polynomial to obtain our main sequence:
log SFR = −2.332x + 0.4156x2 − 0.01828x3 , (5)
where x = log(M∗/M⊙). This relation is shown in Fig. 1 over the
mass interval M∗> 1010 M⊙ where the GASS/COLD GASS sample
is located. We identify as main sequence galaxies those at any given
mass with | log(SFR/SFRMS)| < 0.4.
This definition in hand, we can now study the properties of
galaxies along the main sequence. In Figure 3, the mean atomic
and molecular gas fractions of MS galaxies are shown as a func-
tion of stellar mass. Although the detection rate is high for MS
galaxies (84% and 89% for CO and HI, respectively), the mean
values are derived through stacking to account for the few non-
detections. Both the atomic and molecular gas mass fractions de-
cline steadily with stellar mass, indicating that the flattening of the
MS at log M∗/M⊙ > 10.0 is due to the gradual decrease of the gas
contents with increasing stellar mass. Since the depletion timescale
along the MS is roughly constant, only increasing very slightly with
M∗ from ∼ 1.2 to ∼ 1.5 Gyr as shown in Fig. 3, the decreasing gas
fractions explain why the massive galaxies cannot sustain star for-
mation at the same characteristic timescale of 0.1 Gyr−1 as in lower
mass galaxies. The molecular-to-atomic ratio (Rmol ≡ MH2/MHI)
for the main sequence galaxies is ∼ 0.3 independently of stellar
mass, although there is tentative evidence that this ratio increases
at lower stellar masses. Further work on similar galaxy samples
with M∗< 1010 M⊙ will be necessary to confirm this.
The fact that both the molecular-to-atomic ratio and the de-
pletion timescale are close to constant for galaxies on the MS rein-
forces the conclusion that the flattening of the MS at M∗> 1010 M⊙
is not caused by bottlenecks in the conversion of atomic to molec-
ular gas or in the star formation process, but rather by the overall
reduction of the gas reservoirs of these galaxies.
3.3 Morphology and stellar ages along the main sequence
A large number of physical properties have been reported to vary
between galaxies located on and above the main sequence, includ-
ing dust temperature, IR/UV ratio, star formation efficiency, stel-
lar population properties and morphology (e.g. Elbaz et al. 2011;
Wuyts et al. 2011b; Magnelli et al. 2012; Nordon et al. 2013).
Above, we have shown that for massive galaxies it is important
to make a distinction between variation that happens at fixed SSFR
and along the main sequence (e.g. fH2 is constant at fixed SSFR but
decreases along the MS, while the reverse is true forRmol). There-
fore to understand the changes in gas fraction along the MS, we re-
visit some of these observations for our SDSS sample. We choose
the Dn(4000) index to track the age of the stellar population in the
central region of the galaxies, and stellar mass surface density, µ∗,
as an indicator of morphology (the same results are obtained if us-
ing another proxy such as the concentration index).
In Figure 4, we show how these two quantities vary across
the SFR-M∗ plane, making use of the entire SDSS parent sample
of 12006 galaxies from which the GASS/COLD GASS samples
are extracted. As in Figure 2, the diagonal lines defining the bins
are lines of constant SSFR, while the solid line shows the position
of the MS (eq. 5). Both quantities, but in particular the Dn(4000)
index, vary mostly with SSFR rather than with M∗. Since the MS is
significantly flatter than a line of constant SSFR, the mean values
of both µ∗ and Dn(4000) increase monotonically along the MS as
shown in the right panel of Figure 4. Therefore, the reduction of the
atomic and molecular gas fractions of MS galaxies as M∗ increases
goes hand in hand with bulge growth and the ageing of the stellar
population in the central regions of these galaxies.
3.4 The molecular ratio and star formation quenching
Because we are seeing the reduction of the gas fraction in MS
galaxies as M∗ increases, we ask whether what we are witness-
ing is the quenching of star formation through a gradual reduc-
tion of the gas reservoirs. Some insights into this question are con-
tained in the balance between the atomic and molecular gas com-
ponents. In particular, the different behaviours of fHI and fH2 ob-
served in Figure 2 (and quantified by Equations 3 and 4) reveal the
existence of systematic variations in the molecular-to-atomic ratio,
Rmol = MH2/MHI , throughout the SFR-M∗ plane. This is shown
explicitly in Figure 5, with mean values ranging from 25% for
the galaxies with the lowest masses and SFRs to 70% for mas-
sive galaxies with high SFRs. To interpret these large variations,
it is important to first remember what Rmol is measuring here. The
CO and HI line fluxes are obtained with telescope beams of 22′′
and 3.5′, respectively. Aperture corrections are used to infer a total
MH2 value from the observed CO line flux, but as the HI observa-
tions are unresolved it is impossible to obtain a measure of MHI
over a similar aperture; the Arecibo-measured MHI unavoidably in-
clude a contribution from diffuse atomic gas located well outside
MNRAS 000, 1–8 (2016)
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Figure 4. Mean Dn(4000) index (left) and stellar mass surface density, µ∗ (middle), in the SFR-M∗ plane. The solid black line shows the position of the main
sequence of star-forming galaxies as parametrised by Eq. 5, with dashed line showing the region within ±0.4 dex of the relation. The right panel shows the
mean values of µ∗ (red squares) and Dn(4000) (blue circles) along the main sequence.
Figure 5. Variations of the molecular-to-atomic ratio in the SFR-M∗ plane.
The values of Rmol are derived from the stacking results summarised in
Figure 2.
the optical diameter of the galaxies where most of the molecular
gas is contained. Therefore, our measurement of Rmol tells us to
some extent about the conversion of atomic to molecular gas within
the star-forming discs of galaxies, but much more about the relative
importance of those large extended HI reservoirs compared to the
amount of star-forming gas.
Galaxies with the highest SSFRs probed here have on aver-
age Rmol∼40%, slightly over the average of 30% found for the en-
tire COLD GASS sample (Saintonge et al. 2011a). In the other four
SSFR slices sampled in Figure 5, there is a trend for increasing Rmol
with stellar mass. This is nowhere more striking than for galaxies
with −10.4 < log SSFR < −9.6 where the most massive galaxies
have on average Rmol> 70%. Without extended HI reservoirs (such
as are typical in lower mass galaxies) or significant gas accretion,
these galaxies will not be able to sustain star formation at such high
SSFR for more that one depletion timescale (∼ 1Gyr) and are there-
Figure 6. The total cold gas contents of main sequence galaxies (blue cir-
cles) and the entire sample (red squares) as a function of stellar mass.
fore likely candidates for galaxies being caught just shortly before
being quenched. This observation is discussed further in §4.
A distinction needs to be made between defining quenching in
mass normalised, or “specific”, terms (e.g. the reduction of SSFR
or fH2 ) or in absolute terms (e.g. SFR or MH2 ). While gas fractions
decrease along the MS (Fig. 3), the absolute values of the gas mass
do in fact increase. Figure 6 illustrates how the total cold gas mass
of galaxies (MHI+MH2 ) increases with M∗. This is true both for MS
galaxies separately, and for the entire galaxy population, indicating
a need for ongoing accretion of cold gas, even in massive galaxies
in the local universe. This accretion has to be significant enough
not only to maintain SFR roughly constant for MS galaxies with
M∗> 1010 M⊙ (see Fig. 1), but also to account for the (small yet
significant) increase in the total cold gas mass.
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4 SUMMARY OF OBSERVATIONAL RESULTS AND
DISCUSSION
The objective of this paper was to provide a first quantitative mea-
sure of the mean atomic and molecular gas contents of galaxies
across the entire SFR-M∗ plane for galaxies with M∗> 1010 M⊙.
This is made possible by the GASS / COLD GASS surveys, which
have obtained HI 21cm and CO(1-0) line flux measurements for
a large, representative SDSS-selected sample. Even though indi-
vidual galaxies are not all detected in the HI and/or CO line, we
can derive accurate mean gas fractions over the entire SFR-M∗
plane using a spectral stacking technique, owing to the homoge-
neous observing strategy of the surveys and their well-defined se-
lection functions out of the larger SDSS parent sample. Building
on these strengths, we set out with the following objectives: (1) to
track systematically how gas contents, star formation efficiency and
the molecular-to-atomic ratio vary across the SFR-M∗ plane, (2) to
understand how, in an average sense, the position of galaxies in the
plane are related to their gas contents, (3) to identify regions of the
plane where galaxies are out of equilibrium and in the process of
quenching, and (4) to follow specifically the gas properties of the
objects that form the main sequence of star forming galaxies.
To address questions (1)-(3) we separated the SFR-M∗ plane in
14 bins defined by lines of constant SSFR and M∗. Stacking the HI
and CO spectra gave us mean atomic and molecular gas fractions
in each of these bins (see Figure 2). We find that fHI can explain to
first order the SSFRs of different galaxy populations, although note
that fHI has an additional dependence on M∗ (eq. 3) and cannot
alone account for the very high SSFRs of above main sequence
galaxies. On the other hand, fH2 depends tightly on SSFR with no
residual M∗ dependence because the molecular-to-atomic ratio is
a function of stellar mass, with the most massive galaxies at fixed
SSFR having a higher Rmol.
Our quantitative analysis of the variations of the molecular gas
mass fraction in the SFR-M∗ plane (eq. 4) reveals the sub-linear
slope of the relation between fH2 and SSFR; this implies that star
formation efficiency must also be varying with SSFR to account for
the full range of values (a result previously reported in a number of
studies, including Saintonge et al. 2012; Genzel et al. 2015). We
therefore conclude that, on average, the position of galaxies in the
SFR-M∗ plane are determined by (1) how much cold gas is present
as traced by HI, (2) how much of that cold gas is in the molecular
phase and available for star formation, and (3) how efficient is the
process of converting that molecular gas into stars.
We also identify a region of the SFR-M∗ plane (log M∗/M⊙ >
10.8 and −10.4 < log SSFR < −9.6) that is populated by galaxies
which are within ∼ 1 Gyr of quenching. Galaxies in this “danger
zone” have on average very high molecular-to-atomic mass ratios,
Rmol > 0.7, more than twice as large as the mean for main-sequence
galaxies. In the absence of extended HI envelopes or other sources
of accretion to replenish the gas reservoirs, these galaxies will cease
actively forming stars and migrate to the red cloud. Galaxies in the
“danger zone” are disc-like but with important bulge components
(< log µ∗ >= 8.9), while also having young stellar populations in
their central regions (< Dn(4000) >= 1.38). This is an unusual
combination: throughout the rest of the SFR-M∗ plane, there is a
strong correlation between bulge-like morphology and older stellar
ages (see Fig. 4). Indeed, a control sample to the galaxies in the
“danger zone” matched on M∗ and µ∗ has a distribution of values
of Dn(4000) with a Kolmogorov-Smirnoff probability < 0.001% of
being extracted from the same parent sample, and a mean value of
< Dn(4000) >= 1.85 ± 0.05. Our interpretation is that the bulge-
dominated galaxies in the “danger zone” benefit from a mechanism
that efficiently drives gas towards their central, high-density re-
gions, explaining the large values of Rmol and the high levels of star
formation in the central bulge region driving down the Dn(4000)
index. We observe that strong stellar bars are a common feature
of galaxies in the “danger zone”, and are indeed an example of a
mechanism that can trigger inward radial gas motions and therefore
increased central gas concentrations and star formation rates (e.g.
Sakamoto et al. 1999; Sheth et al. 2005; Masters et al. 2012).
We also looked specifically at the properties of galaxies along
the main sequence, which importantly we define here not as a linear
relation between log M∗ and log SFR, but by following the ridge
traced by star-forming galaxies in the SFR-M∗ plane. We take main
sequence galaxies to be those with | log(SFR/SFRMS)| < 0.4 dex
(see Fig. 1 and Eq. 5). As shown in Figure 3, the mean molecular
and atomic gas fractions of galaxies decline steadily with M∗ along
the main sequence. In contrast, both the molecular gas depletion
timescale, tdep(H2), and the molecular-to-atomic ratio, Rmol are very
near constant along the main sequence. This implies that the reason
for the flattening of the MS at M∗> 1010 M⊙ is the gradual decrease
in the total cold gas mass fraction of star-forming galaxies, and not
because of a reduction of the conversion of atomic into molecular
gas or of the efficiency of star formation.
Other quantities are well known to vary systematically across
the SFR-M∗ plane, including measures of stellar population prop-
erties and different morphological indicators such as stellar mass
surface density, concentration index, and Se´rsic index. As these
quantities appear mostly constant at fixed SSFR (see Fig. 4 and
e.g. Wuyts et al. 2011b), the flattening of the MS also means they
vary systematically as star-forming galaxies grow more massive.
Our analysis of the properties of massive galaxies along the main
sequence thus reveals that multiple transformations are occurring:
galaxies grow central bulges, the mean age of their stellar popu-
lations increases, and their entire cold gas reservoir (atomic and
molecular) decreases.
A significant outstanding question in galaxy evolution stud-
ies concerns the mechanisms responsible for quenching, meant
as the transition of galaxies from the star forming to the passive
population. A vast number of mechanisms have been explored
to explain quenching. These include processes that actively re-
move gas from galaxies such as feedback from AGN and star for-
mation or stripping (e.g. Gunn & Gott 1972; Cicone et al. 2014;
Fo¨rster Schreiber et al. 2014), to more passive mechanisms that
simply prevent galaxies from accreting fresh gas (e.g. Keresˇ et al.
2005; Dekel & Birnboim 2006; Peng et al. 2015). Such mecha-
nisms are usually invoked to explain the relatively quick transition
of galaxies form the main sequence to the passive population, but
our results here suggest that quenching has already started happen-
ing for massive galaxies while on the main sequence. The mech-
anism responsible for this must be able to account for the simul-
taneous reduction of the gas fractions of massive main sequence
galaxies, ageing of their stellar population and growth of their cen-
tral bulges.
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